SNAPSHOT

AI-Driven
Personalization

JUST FOR YOU

Take a major step toward the ultimate endgame in ecommerce:
hyper-relevant 1:1 customer experiences generated in real-time
and delivered seamlessly across digital touchpoints.

THE ENDGAME

The sheer complexity and volume of data involved in ecommerce
today has exceeded the capabilities of traditional personalization
engines to deliver sufficiently relevant results for each shopper.
Newer AI-driven platforms can already individualize shopper
experiences across six or more critical touchpoints out-of-the-box.

• Revenue/Visit lifts of 10% - 20% have been verified in controlled
pilots*

The lifts in revenue per visit being seen by early
adopters routinely exceed 5%.

• Revenue/Visit lifts of 5% at a minimum are regularly seen*

• As the number of touchpoints controlled by the platform
increases, and as the quality and quantity of data fed into the
platform increases, incremental Revenue/Visit lifts should be
expected because the overall customer journey experience
keeps improving

CONSIDER THIS

WHY INVEST IN AI-DRIVEN PERSONALIZATION TODAY?
• The longer the systems run, the more data they ingest and the
smarter they become
• The greatest revenue gains and competitive advantage will go to
the earlier adopters
• Newer platforms easily accept structured and unstructured data
from other systems (CRM, inventory, OMS, etc.) to exponentially
improve their “training,” which directly improves their 1:1
personalization capabilities
• Internal business users will be freed from mundane manual parts
of their jobs (e.g., email production and testing, list management,
planning analytics) to focus delivering and optimizing frictionless
customer experiences

• AI-driven systems work best when they are fed the richest data
sets possible, including product attributes and accurate in-store
and in-warehouse inventory levels. It’s time to assess the quality
and quantity of your data
• Platform providers are flooding into this space, so parsing and
validating vendor claims can be hard. The key is to fully vet
solutions, examine actual pilot data & consult with reference
accounts

HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH INNOVATION?
Contact us to learn more about The Innovation Office:
team@theinnovationoffice.com
www.theinnovationoffice.com

* According to validated experiments run by Iterate Studio on large live ecommerce websites

